Gordon Ag Group, Inc.  
Morristown, IN

Position: Agriculture Research Field Assistant, Intern  
Employment Term: Full-time summer employment

Responsibilities:

- Routine agronomic procedures in research plots – plot establishment, planting, weeding, irrigation, spraying, plant and pest ratings, pollination, harvesting/sampling
- Read research protocols, Standard Operating Procedures and follow instructions to fulfill tasks required by the sponsor company. Collect daily assessments of trials.
- Ensure containment and separation by cleaning lab containers, utensils, planting/harvesting equipment, sampling equipment
- Documenting in daily log of the days activities (narrative for sponsor company)
- Scouting, soil sampling

Skills:

- Maintaining confidentiality
- Basic Computer Skills
- Basic listening skills and attention to detail
- Punctuality and dependability required
- Ability to lift 50 pounds
- General knowledge of farming desired

Contact: Brandon Kessler  
317-753-9665 (cell)  
765-818-1758 (office)  
bkessler@gordonagggroup.com